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A brand new ShareFinder system 

 
A brand new ShareFinder share market analysis system is now available to investors in the South 
African, British, Australian and US markets offering quality-graded balance sheet statistics covering 
five different stock exchanges. 
 
More importantly, for the thousands of users of the system which was first released to South African 
investors in 1988 as a quarterly mailed-out floppy disc, the new ShareFinder is “Cloud based” which 
means it can be accessed from anywhere in the world at any time of the day or night via laptop, 
desktop, tablet or smart phone.  
  
Furthermore, rather than simply cutting and pasting the old ShareFinder 5 into our new cloud 
database, we instead employed a team of programmers and analysts to strip down every algorithm 
in the old system, check it for accuracy and rebuild it from scratch. The result is a shiny-new 
lightning-fast system of unsurpassed prediction accuracy. 
 
What this means for you is: 
 
    No More daily database updates. ShareFinder 6 updates itself automatically. 
    No more lost or corrupt data  
    No more reinstalling for heavily outdated databases 
 
More exchanges will be added systematically during the coming months so as to be able to 
eventually offer investors unparalleled access to all the world’s major exchanges, together with the 
analytical tools that will sort out the Blue Chips from the Rising Stars tailoring portfolios to the 
precise wealth-management requirements of every category of investor. 
 
Portability is the key to the new ShareFinder so, let us assume you are sitting at the airport with ten 
minutes waiting time. Via your smart phone or tablet you will be able to call up a status report giving 
you an outlook analysis of the world’s markets with a prediction accuracy rate of better than 80% 
and you will be able to see a portfolio performance graph comparing the growth of your portfolio 
with a market leading indicator and forward-projecting it for the next 12 months. A tabulation will 
show you what your annual dividend income is likely to grow to each year for the next decade and 
what your portfolio is likely to be worth if current growth rates continue. 
 
Furthermore, you will be offered a performance analysis of every share in your portfolio with 
suggested replacements for any shares that might be underperforming the Blue Chip average. Thus, 
if the system is warning you of an impending downward correction and you agree that it might be 
smart to sell off some of your underperforming shares; just a few key strokes will initiate the 
transaction. 
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Best news of all is that all of this will come to you at a lower cost. You will 
be able to test the new software at no cost whatsoever between now and 
the end of December. Furthermore, where previously you had to pay an 
up-front price of R5 000 to buy the ShareFinder Professional together with 
an annual R1850 subscription to a share market data provider plus R550 to 
RCIS for our balance sheet statistics, all of this will now be available to you 
for monthly fee of R200 plus R50 for each additional market you care to 
add. For those who prefer to pay annually, there will be an even lower R2 
200 plus R500 per additional market. Programme-users who take 
advantage of this offer will, furthermore, receive the additional benefit of 
being to in future subscribe to the Prospects Newsletter service at half 
price that is at R250 annually or R20 monthly instead of the current R500 a 
year. 
 
These opportunity prices are available only to existing ShareFinder users 
and to subscribers of The Investor who elect to take advantage of them 
before December 31 this year. Existing ShareFinder 5 users who elect to 
upgrade before the end of December will be credited with whatever sums 
are currently held in their name in respect of the old ShareFinder 
Supplementary Data service. 
 
To test out the new system, please contact us at support@rcis.co.za , and 
we will release a beta test version to you at no cost. 
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Recognising that different people have 
different investment needs: capital 
growth versus income growth 

by Richard Cluver 

Thus far in this series of articles I have explained in detail how to go about identifying 
the sort of companies which should form the heart and soul of a sound long-term 
investment portfolio, how to sort out the long-term growth counters from the laggards 
and how to minimise the risk of medium-term capital loss by watching out for 
fluctuations in the dividend growth rates of each share in your portfolio.  

I have also illustrated how, spreading your capital over nine or ten different shares with each, 
ideally, representative of different sectors of the market, will normally balance out the 
possibility of a total loss at a relatively small loss of projected share price performance. 
Furthermore, I have broadly defined the extent of risk that the average investor can afford to 
expose himself too depending upon his age, income expectations, marital and dependency 
status and his relative wealth.  

But how should you go about choosing the ideal shares for your portfolio? Given that in 99 
percent of cases, safety is a prime consideration, two questions are immediately apparent: 
Are you seeking capital growth or are you seeking income growth? Though these might 
initially appear to be interdependent factors, in reality this is not always so.  

To explain the point, a retired person dependant entirely upon invested capital for his 
income, would almost certainly be more interested in a portfolio which assured him that his 
income would increase steadily, thus assuring him of a steadily improving standard of living. 

file:///C:/Users/Richard/AppData/Local/Temp/WindowsLiveWriter-429641856/supfiles3962AC8/investor-pig_thumb15.jpg
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A budding entrepreneur seeking to grow his investment capital as rapidly as possible in 
order to be able to fund some future project might, on the other hand, seek to build quite a 
different portfolio.  

So for example, the 5-year compound annual average dividend growth rate of AVI Ltd at the 
time of writing was 64.72% whereas the 5-years compound annual average share price 
growth rate was only 21.95%. Conversely, the Mr Price Group had a 36.65% share price 
growth rate and a 27.49% dividend growth rate over the past five years.  

Thus, mindful of the retired person’s need for considerable portfolio security – because 
retired folk lack the earning power required to restore capital losses, I might for example 
choose the following five share portfolio for them:  

Share                         Dividend Growth Rate                   Share Price Growth rate  

Capitec                             47.39                                                          41.21  

Hudaco                            37.25                                                           5.1  

Compu Clearing              51.2                                                            6.21  

Famous Brands               37.94                                                           32.91  

ELB Group                       41.37                                                           4.34  

Average                    43.03                                              17.95  

For the rising young entrepreneur who needs to build a capital base as fast as possible and 
who can afford a greater degree of risk I might choose the following:  

Share                     Dividend  Growth Rate                       Share Price Growth rate  

Capitec                         47.39                                                              41.21  

Mr Price                       27.49                                                               36.25  

Shoprite                      31.23                                                                35.66  

John Daniel                  0.00                                                                 55.11  

Tradehold                    0.00                                                                 35.72  

Average                  21.22                                                  40.79  

Note that in the first case the share price growth is less than half the dividend growth rate 
while in the second portfolio the share price growth rate is twice that of the dividends.  

Our pensioner who enjoyed a dividend income of R100 000 a year would in five years see 
this figure increased to R598 598 in five years and to R3 583 203 in ten years. That would 
be far more important to him than the mere accumulation of portfolio value. He would also 
have seen an initial investment capital of R2.5-million grow to R5.7-million in five years and 
to R13.02-million in 10 years.  

On the other hand, our would-be entrepreneur who started out with around R200 000 to 
build a balanced portfolio consisting of approximately equal value investments would have 
seen his capital grow to R1.1-million in five years and R6.2-million in ten years.  
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The importance difference between 
the two approaches needs to be 
taken to heart. So before you start 
building a portfolio for yourself, make 
sure you have clearly defined both 
your personal capacity for taking risk 
and your long-term objectives.  
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Wall street View 
by John Mauldin 

Madness!! Auditions. Folk & Roll Musicians-Singers for acting roles in 
new TV series. Running Parts for 4 insane boys, age 17-21. Want 
spirited Ben Frank's types. Have courage to work. Must come down for 
interview.  

On September 8-10, 1965, this ad appeared in the Hollywood Reporter and Daily Variety, as 
two aspiring filmmakers, Bob Rafelson and Bert Schneider, inspired by what was to become 
one of the best and most influential musical films of all time, set about trying to cast the leads 
in a television show about four crazy kids living the rock 'n' roll lifestyle that the protagonists 
in the aforementioned film had made so appealing to the masses.  

 

That film was A Hard Day's Night, its stars The Beatles, and the four young men (chosen 
from 437 applicants) who would be groomed to supplant them in Americans' hearts and 
minds were Davy Jones, Mickey Dolenz, Peter Tork, and Mike Nesmith. Together, these four 
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part-time musicians and wannabe actors would become The Monkees; and Rafelson & 
Schneider's plan was to make them bigger than even The Beatles could dream of being. 
Armed as they were with the power of television entering its golden age, they had the odds 
stacked in their favour — or so it seemed.  

In 1965, the Beatles were the pre-eminent band in the world and at the very peak of their 
power. The time seemed right for a knock-off band that would enable its architects to live the 
high life and create untold riches out of thin air. After all, The Beatles were genuinely 
talented songwriters and musicians, and those were in limited supply, even in the 1960s. It 
was far easier to produce a band that didn't have to rely on something tangible, such as 
talent, in order to be accepted by the public — as long as you could sell it to people by 
capitalizing on The Beatles' success.  

That band was to be The Monkees.  

The premise was, in the words of Dolenz, to produce "a TV show about an imaginary band 
... that wanted to be The Beatles, [but] that was never successful".  

The Beatles were music's gold standard; the Monkees would be a convenient fiat alternative.  

Interestingly enough, given this week's reference to The Beatles, the word fiat comes from 
the Latin fiat, meaning "let it be" (or "it shall be"; but, since Paul McCartney didn't choose 
that as the title of his anthem to the assumption that everything will magically work out in the 
end, it's not quite as convenient for the purposes of my ramblings).  

How did the fiat alternative to John, Paul, George, and Ringo fare? Well, the answer is 
perhaps somewhat surprising.  

Initially, The Pre-Fab Four, Mike, Davy, Peter, and Mickey (it just doesn't have the same 
ring[o] to it, I'm afraid), were assiduously kept away from the musical instruments they were 
supposed to play when recording the songs that would, according to Rafelson & Schneider's 
strategy, sell by the millions and make everybody rich — despite the fact that they were all 
reasonably accomplished musicians and, in the case of Nesmith and, latterly, Dolenz, 
capable of composing successful pop songs.  

Jones was chosen to sing lead vocals (something that rankled with the rest of the band, who 
felt that Dolenz's more distinctive voice was far more likely to set the band apart); Dolenz 
was picked as the drummer (even though Jones was far more accomplished in that role, but 
his diminutive stature meant he disappeared behind the high-hat cymbals); Nesmith took 
lead guitar (even though Dolenz was an accomplished guitarist but had never played drums 
before); and that left Tork, who picked up the bass (even though Nesmith was skilled in the 
playing of that instrument) and keyboards.  

In short, an alternative to the most successful band of the day was created by parties 
interested in having a simpler, more lucrative alternative under their control. It was created 
and configured not with its long-term viability in mind but rather with appearances as the 
main driver, in the expectation that, even though the level of talent underpinning the band 
was hardly of the calibre of Lennon & McCartney, it would be enough — at least for a while.  

And guess what? It was.  

In August 1966, the Monkees' debut single, "Last Train to Clarksville", was released and 
Monkeemania was born. The group's network TV show debuted a month later, in September 
1966 (in the days when there were only a handful of channels to watch). It was designed to 
appeal to the teen audience enthralled with the lovable Brits, and so the band's popularity 
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was assured — despite the impracticalities of the project, which were highlighted very clearly 
in a review that ran in the Washington Post:  

The series stars a fearsome foursome in the Monkees, a wholly manufactured singing group 
of attractive young men who come off as a combination of The Beatles, the Dead End Kids 
and the Marx Brothers. Critics will cry foul. Longhairs will demand, outraged, that they be 
removed from the air. But the kids will adore the Monkees .... unlike other rock 'n' roll groups, 
the boys had never performed together before. Indeed, they'd never even met .... they've 
been working to create their own sound.  

In reality, the Monkees didn't play their own instruments on their debut album (which led to 
enormous conflict between the band and their producers), but the popularity of "The Fiatles" 
was undiminished. Their "upbeat, young, happy, driving, pulsating sound" was all that 
mattered to both their creators and their audience. As long as the masses accepted The 
Monkees, the talent underpinning their success was of altogether secondary importance.  

The following year, 1967, something rather extraordinary happened.  

That year, The Beatles released a collection of songs in an album entitled Sgt. Pepper's 
Lonely Hearts Club Band — which would go on to be voted the number-one album of all time 
by Rolling Stone magazine (a position it retains to this day). Meanwhile, another popular 
rock combo of the day, The Rolling Stones, released two albums, Between the Buttons and 
Their Satanic Majesties Request; Jimi Hendrix introduced the public to Are You 
Experienced?; and The Doors unveiled their eponymous debut album, featuring "Break on 
Through", "The End", and "Light My Fire".  

Well, guess what?  

The number-one, top-selling album of 1967 was (drum roll, please):  
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Yes folks, More of The Monkees, featuring "When Love Comes Knockin' (At Your Door)", 
written by Carole Bayer Sager and Neil Sedaka; "Sometime in the Morning", penned by 
Gerry Goffin and Carole King; "(I'm Not Your) Steppin' Stone", by Boyce and Hart; and the 
instant classic "I'm A Believer" ... hot off the pen of Neil Diamond.  

Not only that, but if we let our eyes wander down the list of 1967's best-selling albums, we 
find at number two The Monkees, which included "(Theme from) The Monkees" and "Last 
Train to Clarksville" — both of which were writen by Boyce and Hart.  

 

Now, to be absolutely clear, I am not bagging the Monkees — I happen to love their music 
— but merely making the (somewhat labored) point that sometimes a fiat alternative to 
something backed with something a little more valuable, can have its day in the sun and 
even supplant its intrinsically more sound cousin for a brief period.  

But ultimately, over time, something which is real will always be recognized by the masses 
as superior to something created for superficial purposes — particularly during times of 
crisis.  
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For those keeping score at home, The Beatles and The Rolling Stones are second only to 
Bob Dylan's 11 albums in the top 500, with 10 each, and the Beatles have 4 albums in the 
top 10 (including, of course, the number-one album of all-time in Sgt. Pepper).  

The Monkees don't appear in the top 500.  

Why do I bring this up? Well, of course, this is one of those weeks when I'm going to be 
talking about gold again — yes, finally! — and my thoughts were triggered by an article I 
read in, of all places, the Hindu Business Line.  

India's love affair with gold is well-understood in this part of the world and completely 
misunderstood in the West — a phenomenon I have always found fascinating — but recently 
it has become abundantly clear that this disconnect is widening almost daily as the Western 
fixation with The Gold Price and the Eastern obsession with The Price of Gold take ever 
more divergent paths.  

After the recent frenzied activity at the Reserve Bank of India (which, if it had taken place in 
the USA, would absolutely have been labelled "The War on Gold" by CNN) as they tried 
every means possible to stop Indian citizens from buying gold, I set about thinking why it is 
that attitudes in the opposing hemispheres are so different regarding the yellow metal.  

As I ruminated, a good friend of mine, who has forgotten more about gold than most will ever 
know, pointed me towards the Hindu Business Line; and there I stumbled upon a couple of 
pieces by S. Gurumurthy which, rather conveniently, do a lot of the heavy lifting for me.  

In the first piece, entitled "Gold: Villain or Saviour?", S. tackles the stark disparity between 
economists' views of the "barbaric [sic] relic" and the views of the ordinary Indian citizen. 
And he does so beautifully:  

(Hindu Business LIne): Modern economists and the Indian people seem to operate on two 
different paradigms with regard to gold. In the modern West, gold is more a state asset than 
a private possession. Gold constitutes just three per cent of family wealth there, but a third in 
India. Western states, socialist or capitalist, expropriated all private gold during the last 
century. Even the liberal US outlawed private gold in 1936 and built official gold reserves of 
over 20,000 tonnes by 1950.  

Modern economics views gold as an uneconomic, wasteful, private investment. But 
traditionally, in India, gold has been the preferred asset of the rural masses who hold 70 per 
cent of the nation's stocks. Indian gold habits clearly mock at modern economic theories.  

So far, so good. Now at this point S. begins laying down a few facts and figures, and as he 
does so, the clouds surrounding the question of how important gold is to the average Indian 
quickly start to evaporate:  

Market Oracle, a UK-based market analysis and forecasting online publication, captures the 
relation between India and gold thus: Indians own 20,000 tonnes of gold worth $1 trillion — 
almost half of India's GDP. For Indians, gold is not just money or asset; it ensures the 
financial security and stability of families. It has religious overtones. More than a commodity 
or money, it is integral to the warp and weft of family life. Investments in gold and jewellery 
are indistinguishable. Jewellery is the working capital of families; families collateralize it for 
commercial borrowing.  

Some 13 per cent of Indian families, more from rural areas, borrow against gold as collateral; 
while rural India borrows from the unorganized financial sector, urbanites access bank loans.  
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The authors of Market Oracle seem to understand 
India's family-gold nexus better than Indian 
policymakers. Yet, despite such a paradigmatic 
difference, economic laws on gold based on the 
Western experience are continuously being tried 
out in India. Result: the establishment hates what 
the people love.  

Do Indian policy makers not understand "India's 
family-gold nexus"? Of COURSE they do — but 
gold is the only refuge from inflation for the Indian 
population; something that just isn't acceptable to 
"The Establishment", because India's national debt 
has been run up by politicians amidst a corrupt and 
totally inefficient bureaucracy, whilst Indian citizens 
have patiently and painstakingly accumulated real 
wealth a gram at a time over many centuries. They 
are not about to give that up.  

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) set up a working 
group to investigate what every one of its members 
already knew instinctively (yet more taxpayer 
money being put to good use), and the conclusion 
they reached after a year's expensive extensive 
study was this:  
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(Reserve Bank of India): Demand for gold appears to be autonomous and a function of 
several influences and factors in India and may not be strictly amenable to policy changes. 
Supply of gold, through organised channels can be constricted, but buyers may take 
recourse to unauthorised channels to buy gold. The share of banks in importing gold has 
already been on decline over the years. Since it is difficult to vary the demand for gold the 
policy focus will have to be directed to (i) design and offer gold investors, alternative 
instruments that may fetch positive returns with a flexibility of liquidity; and (ii) increased 
unlocking of the hidden value locked in idle gold stocks through increased monetisation of 
gold. In this context encouraging gold jewellery loans from Banks and NBFCs, ensuring 
customer protection of borrowers and changes in the practices of NBFCs is desirable.  

Brilliant! Welcome back, Captain Obvious!  

Seriously, though, this is perhaps the most ludicrous government-funded study since US$3 
million was spent on helping the National Science Foundation study shrimp running on a 
treadmill (no, really).  

Back to S. again for some rather compelling numbers:  

But, are Indians fools to have invested in gold as the economists would have us believe? No. 
Actually, gold seems to have fooled the economists. The RBI working group study finds that 
gold has outperformed stocks and bank deposits in the last five years — more than three 
times over Nifty, six times over bank deposits and 10-year government bonds. Only gold, no 
other asset, has so consistently beaten inflation.  

http://www.forbes.com/pictures/ejde45i/treadmills-for-shrimp-3-million/
http://www.forbes.com/pictures/ejde45i/treadmills-for-shrimp-3-million/
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Source: RBI/Bloomberg  

The average inflation during 2001-02 to 2005-06 was 4.7 per cent but gold yielded 9.2 per 
cent — almost double. The average inflation for 2006-7 to 2010-11 was 6.7 per cent but the 
yield on gold was 23.7 per cent — three times plus. Average inflation for 2012 is 9 per cent 
but gold returned 33.5 per cent — almost four times. Traditional India intuitively seems to 
understand the value of gold.  

OK, so here's where we start to get an understanding of how this all works.  

Westerners aren't used to the kind of inflation levels, government confiscation, and currency 
volatility so common in places like India; and so the need to own gold as protection isn't fully 
appreciated in the West.  

Westerners pay lip service to gold's being "an inflation hedge" or "a currency" or "a safe 
asset", but these terms are used in an extremely abstract way by the vast majority of the 
investing public, who see gold as mostly just another trading vehicle. Yes, there are Western 
investors who have a deeper understanding of the reasons for owning physical gold, but 
they are a tiny minority.  

Perhaps the simplest way to illustrate this point is to look at trading volumes in gold ETFs — 
a simple, effective way of renting gold for the short term for punters investors — to see how 
Western and Eastern volumes compare.  

For the purposes of this exercise, there's nowhere better to go than the heavyweight 
champion of the gold ETF world, GLD:  

 

Source: Bloomberg  
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As you can see from this chart, the average daily turnover of GLD on the NYSE is a little shy 
of 11 million shares. At current prices, that is roughly US$1,419,127,163 or $1.4 billion. 
Every day.  

Fortunately, the GLD ETF is also listed on the Tokyo, Hong Kong, and Singapore stock 
exchanges (and you'd better believe that the reason it is listed is because Asians just 
luuuuuve gold); so a comparison is extremely straightforward.  

What do the volumes in Asian trading of paper shares offering "ownership" of gold custodied 
in the London vault of HSBC look like?  

Well, they look like this:  

 

Source: Bloomberg  

Now, eagle-eyed readers will have noticed that I didn't include the average lines for the three 
Asian exchanges. The reason for that is simple: they are so close to the X axis as to be 
almost invisible.  

To provide a clear picture of the contrast between GLD volumes on the Western and Eastern 
exchanges, what I will do instead is show the average daily turnover on all four exchanges 
as dollar figures on the same chart (below).  

I actually had to delete the line that demarcated the X axis, because, with a 1pt stroke on it 
in Adobe Illustrator, it became too difficult to see the bars for Japan, Hong Kong, and 
Singapore; so the chart looks a little strange.  

What's that? The Asian exchange volumes are a little difficult to make out? Ah... well, in that 
case, let me clarify it for you:  
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The volume on the NYSE is approximately 700x that of both Tokyo and Hong Kong and a 
mere 350x that of Singapore.  

In short, Asians like their gold to be heavy, shiny, and made of ... well, gold.  

 

Source: Bloomberg  

This massive disparity in appetite for "placeholder gold" is just one side of the coin, however; 
and India is just one of the Eastern countries that has been soaking up copious amounts of 
physical gold in recent months.  

Why? Well, I'll hand it back to S. again, as he finishes his article with something of a flourish:  

The economic establishment wails that gold does not obey its policies. Gold defies 
government policies because of the disconnect between the policies and the people. Indians 
revere, not simply love, gold. But the State policies are founded on the economic theories of 
the West which treat gold like any other commodity for trade and profit. It is no surprise that 
the theories, which work in the West but not here, project gold as India's villain.  

Yet, gold has emerged as the winner in economics — successfully hedging inflation and 
beating the stocks and banks. With the unalterable basic facts about gold in India known, the 
real challenge is how to frame a practical and workable policy for gold and how to ensure 
that gold imports do not affect the macro economy. Gold buying by Indians is seen as 
weakening India. But buying is economic power as well — in fact, the ultimate economic 
power is a nation's market. Yet, surprisingly, India has not put to use its enormous power as 
one quarter of the world's retail market for gold. India has to strategies and use its huge 
market to overcome the weakness of its people for gold. How to do it is the challenge and a 
topic by itself.  
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Indeed. How do you get the gold out of Indian citizens' hands and into government coffers? I 
can think of one way, but I wouldn't advocate trying it.  

The evidence of physical gold's being sucked ever more violently from West to East grew 
hugely this past week when figures were released for gold exports to Switzerland through 
London:  

(Reuters): A surge in gold exports from the United Kingdom to Switzerland this year may 
largely be the result of metal sold out of exchange-traded funds being shipped for re-refining 
before making its way to Asia, according to Australian bank Macquarie.  

UK gold exports to Switzerland, Europe's major bullion refining hub, jumped to 1,016.3 
tonnes in the first eight months of this year, data from European Union statistics agency 
Eurostat shows, from 85.1 tonnes in the same period of 2012.... A surge in gold exports from 
the United Kingdom to Switzerland this year may largely be the result of metal sold out of 
exchange-traded funds being shipped for re-refining before making its way to Asia, 
according to Australian bank Macquarie.  

UK gold exports to Switzerland, Europe's major bullion refining hub, jumped to 1,016.3 
tonnes in the first eight months of this year, data from European Union statistics agency 
Eurostat shows, from 85.1 tonnes in the same period of 2012.... Asia is by far the world's 
largest centre for physical gold demand, with China and India between them responsible for 
nearly half of global gold fabrication demand, which includes jewellery manufacture.  

Buying in Asia shot higher in the second quarter of the year after a sharp drop in gold prices, 
which spurred consumer demand.  

"Given the outflows from ETPs, strong demand in Asia and refining capacity in Switzerland, 
it is possible the metal is headed for Asia through Switzerland," Barclays Capital analyst 
Suki Cooper said.  

That is a twelve-fold increase in bullion traffic between the primary vault in London and the 
major refineries in Switzerland.  

Extraordinary.  

Now, we don't know with absolute certainty where that gold is ultimately bound — but we 
know it isn't Switzerland. If we throw into the mix the widely covered movement of gold into 
China through HK, a picture begins to emerge of an incredible wave of physical metal 
heading from West to East, even as the price continues to languish.  

One of the primary sources of supply in this steady transfer of physical bullion has been the 
GLD warehouse. I've touched on the subject of the incredible vanishing ETF gold holdings 
before, but it's worth revisiting the phenomenon and reminding readers of a chart I included 
in the July 16th edition of Things That Make You Go Hmmm..., entitled "What If?":  

https://www.mauldineconomics.com/ttmygh/what-if
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Source: TTMYGH/Bloomberg/COT  

This chart shows the precipitous drop-off in both ETF holdings and gold stored in the 
COMEX warehouses. (I included the Bundesbank's now-infamous repatriation request in this 
particular chart, but let's leave that little coincidence aside for the time being and concentrate 
on the "what" and not the "why".)  

The gold in London is heading somewhere — and it's heading there via Switzerland, by the 
looks of it.  

Taking that chart a step further, we find yet more evidence of a major disconnect between 
the two biggest precious metals ETFs, GLD and SLV. As you can see from the first chart 
below, the prices of both "monetary metal" ETFs have performed pretty badly so far this 
calendar year, with GLD falling a chunky 20%:  
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Source: Bloomberg  

The extent of this decline is cited by mainstream commentators as the reason for the 
hollowing out of the amount of metal held in custody on behalf of the GLD ETF. The silver 
ETF has fared even more poorly, with its customary volatility pushing it 27.5% lower year-to-
date.  

Tough times to be a precious metals bull, to be sure.  

Now, however, take a look at the total reported physical metal holdings of all precious metals 
ETFs. (These figures extend wider than simply GLD and SLV and take into account all the 
major competing products.)  
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Source: Bloomberg  

Notice anything?  

Yes... holdings of silver in ETFs have actually increased as the price has fallen nearly 30%, 
while gold bullion in custody has plummeted.  

Now, if there's anybody out there who can explain this phenomenon to me, I am genuinely 
interested in hearing any and all plausible explanations.  

I said "plausible", folks.  

This draining of physical metal was always going to cause stresses somewhere in the 
machinery at some point — it was only a matter of time — and the Indian central bank's "war 
on gold" seems to have been the final straw.  

As the RBI's working group so neatly summarized on page 9 of their 224-page paper:  

"Demand for gold is not strictly amenable to policy changes and also is price inelastic due to 
varied reasons."  

Of course, despite the fact that gold isn't "strictly amenable to policy changes" (oh how I love 
that phrase), nor does it have any price elasticity, the Indian government went ahead and 
made a raft of policy changes designed to curb gold buying.  

The upshot?  

(Bloomberg): Gold premiums in India, the world's largest user, climbed to a record as 
jewellers rushed to secure supplies to meet soaring demand during festivals and weddings 
amid government curbs on imports.  
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The fees paid by jewellers to banks and other importers climbed to as much as $120 an 
ounce over the London price this week compared with a discount of $60 a month earlier, 
said Bachhraj Bamalwa, a director at the All India Gems & Jewellery Trade Federation. 
Premiums may surge to $150 to $200 if the shortage persists, he said.  

The raw material scarcity is worsening as imports slumped after the government linked 
shipments to re-exports in July and increased tax on overseas purchases for a third time this 
year to curtail demand. Purchases of gold and silver tumbled to $800 million last month from 
$4.6 billion a year earlier, the Commerce Ministry said Oct. 9.  

"There is a shortage in the market and there will be panic in the market with each passing 
day" if supplies don't increase, Bamalwa said. "The government is comfortable because 
import of gold is reduced but it's a problem for consumers. Gold is in our culture and we can't 
change that."  

Those final ten words are the key.  

There now exists something of a perfect storm in the physical gold market as we move 
deeper into the Indian festival season.  

Demand at this time of the year in the subcontinent is "inelastic" (as the geniuses at the RBI 
eventually surmised). The GLD ETF has already lost nearly 35% of its bullion this year; 
China has been hoovering up as much physical gold as it possibly can (through Hong Kong 
and, most likely, Switzerland); and we are now set to move into what has been, for the last 
40 years, the strongest part of the year with regard to the price performance of gold (driven 
largely by that Indian festival season).  

The chart below shows seasonal gold price performance since 1969. (Although the data 
stops at 2010, so that there are a couple of down years missing, the pattern is the important 
thing here.) I have laid the chart out from September to August to better illustrate the phase 
we are moving into.  

October has traditionally been the weakest month of the year, while November through 
January has been the strongest period:  
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Source: US Global Investors  

To complicate matters further, the supply and demand information available in the always-
opaque gold market has been questioned this past week by none other than Eric Sprott, 
who, as he always does, laid out his case simply and beautifully — allowing the numbers to 
speak for themselves.  

In an open letter to the World Gold Council, Eric demonstrated that either the numbers are 
wrong, or the shortage of supply is enormous. And the reason for these conflicting data 
points? Why, demand from Asia.  

Of course:  

(Eric Sprott): Over the past few years, we have seen incredible incremental demand from 
emerging markets. Indeed, so much so that the People's Bank of China has announced that 
it is planning to increase the number of firms allowed to import and export gold and ease 
restrictions on individual buyers. In India, the government has been fighting a losing battle 
against gold imports by imposing import taxes and restrictions. Moreover, Non-Western 
Central Banks from around the world are replacing their U.S. dollar reserves by increasing 
their holdings of gold.  

But, demand statistics reported by the World Gold Council (WGC) consistently misrepresent 
reality, mostly with regard to demand from Asia.  

To illustrate my point, Table 1 below contrasts mine production with demand from some of 
the world's largest gold consumers. According to WGC/GFMS data, the world will mine, on 
an annualized basis, about 2,800 tonnes of gold for 2013.  
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But, I adjusted these figures to reflect mine production from China and Russia, which never 
leaves the country and is used solely to satisfy domestic demand. After adjustments, we 
have a total world mine supply of about 2,140 tonnes. On the demand side, I make some in-
house adjustments to better represent demand from emerging markets. To proxy for gold 
consumption in China, Hong Kong, India, Thailand and Turkey, I use net imports of gold, as 
reported by their various governmental agencies. While imports might in general be an 
imperfect proxy for demand, those countries see very little re-export of what they import and 
keep most of it for themselves, so it is not unreasonable to assume that what they import 
they "consume", on top of their domestic production. To this I add the demand, as estimated 
by the GFMS, from other countries and that of central banks. I annualized the year-to-date 
figures and found that for this year, annualized total demand is approximately 5,200 tonnes. 
On that basis, "core" annualized demand is approximately 3,000 tonnes more than mine 
supply.  

 

Source: Sprott Funds  

Pretty compelling.  

So, how does this all play out?  

Well, I've been watching this situation unfold through most of this past year with an 
increasingly bemused look on my face, because the numbers just don't add up. But so far, 
despite clear evidence of massive demand for physical gold, "The Gold Price" has continued 
to trade poorly.  

However, the longer this situation persists, the more definitely it will resolve itself; and it's 
very hard to see how that resolution ends in anything but higher prices.  

Demand levels from Asia continue to soar while production increases just a couple of 
percent each year; and leaving aside Indian festivals and increasing central bank purchases, 
the fiat alternative to gold bullion — the US dollar — is coming under renewed pressure in 
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the wake of the Taper That Never Was and the appointment of Janet Yellen as Ben 
Bernanke's successor.  

Which brings us neatly back to the Monkees and the Beatles.  

Although, for a short space of time (in this case, a single year) the Monkees managed to 
become so popular that they outsold what has become widely recognized as the greatest 
collection of songs ever assembled on a single album, in due course the record-buying 
public returned to the gold standard of Lennon & McCartney; and it is the Beatles who, with 
sales estimated at 600 million records, remain the accepted store of musical value some 50 
years after their heyday.  

Because there hasn't been any kind of gold standard for the past 42 years, most people 
assume that it will never happen again; but this chart (which I originally put together a couple 
of years ago) demonstrates that over the last 200 years the dollar has been on a gold 
standard of some sort for longer than it has relied on the power of fiat — it just hasn't been 
that way lately:  

 

Source: TTMYGH  

But, like the infatuation America had with the Monkees in 1967, this fascination with the fiat 
dollar will prove to be nothing more than a passing fad; and one day — perhaps soon — the 
citizens of the West will, like their cousins in Asia and the Indian subcontinent, realize that 
there really is no alternative to sound money.  

The only problem is, when the realization finally dawns, where will all the gold be?  
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www.mediate.com  

Presented without comment ...except to say PLEASE click on the link above to read some 
incredible facts about this enormous continent. Truly amazing.  

                               ************************************  

When Washington raised the debt ceiling this week, the Beltway media breathlessly reported 
that the fiscal crisis had ended. Lawyers danced in hallways, bureaucrats twerked on the 
Metro, congressional aides kissed strangers in the streets: the Tea Party has been defeated! 
It was like VJ day for wonks.  

http://static02.mediaite.com/geekosystem/uploads/2010/10/true-size-of-africa.jpg
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As our political class exchanged high fives and reporters praised a return to "sanity," I 
wondered how these odd creatures defined insanity.  

America's fiscal crisis is not that our debt ceiling was too low, the fiscal crisis is that our debt 
is too high. When I mentioned this to left-leaning folks, they seemed indifferent. "Obama 
lowered the deficit." "I think Bush spent more." "It's Reagan's fault!"  

So I made this infographic:  

 

*** jon c gabriel / link  

It is hard to imagine a more stupid or more 
dangerous way of making decisions than 
by putting those decisions in the hands of 

http://www.freedomworks.org/blog/joncgabriel/the-reality-of-americas-finances
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people who pay no price for being wrong. 
– Thomas Sowell 

With a few exceptions here and there, crises in government funding don't simply arrive on 
the doorstep unannounced. Their progress toward the eventual Bang! moment is there for 
all the world to see. What final misdeed triggers the ultimate phase of the crisis is less 
predictable, but the root cause is almost always the same: debt. And whether that debt is 
actually borrowed or is merely promised to the populace, when the market becomes worried 
that the ability of the government to fund its promises is suspect, then the end is near.  

To talk about the situation using the word crisis can seem a little hyperbolic. The problems 
are distributed throughout the country, yet not every city or state has significant unfunded 
pension liabilities. And even those that do can muddle through for very long time before a 
smouldering problem explodes into an actual crisis. Think Detroit. You could see the crisis 
building for years and years in the media before it finally reached the breaking point. And 
Detroit was not the first city to go bankrupt, though it has been the largest. But unless 
significant action is taken to alleviate the problem of debt, we are going to see even larger 
cities and then whole states enter a crisis period. And as we will see from the data, we are 
not talking insignificant states. This week we continue our series on the unfunded liabilities of 
states and cities. Note: this letter will print a little longer than most, as there are lots of charts 
and graphs.  

Official estimates of accrued liabilities on state pensions understate funding shortfalls by 
conveniently assuming unrealistic investment returns into perpetuity. While official estimates 
report state-level unfunded liabilities across all 50 states at only $1 trillion today, the 
unfunded liability burden jumps to over $4 trillion if we discount those liabilities at more 
reasonable expected rates of return.  

 

In case you were wondering, the $4.1 trillion funding shortfall includes only state-run 
pensions, meaning that funding gaps at local levels of government are not included. We 
went to great lengths this past week to calculate the total pension gap at both state and local 
levels across all fifty states, but we were told the data does not exist – at least not in one 
place.  
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Many cities and counties invest their funds with 
state pension plans rather than managing them 
separately, but the best estimate I could get was 
that if you included all the separately managed city 
and county pensions, it might increase the total 
amount by anywhere from 10 to 20%.  

Even without another $500 billion to $1 trillion in 
unfunded pension liabilities, the implications of this 
gaping hole in the available pension research are 
truly mind-blowing, considering that, in extreme 
cases such as we are seeing in Detroit, local 
unfunded liabilities may become obligations of the 
states for purely political reasons. So we are stuck 
looking at the problem from a state-run-pension 
perspective, knowing that the actual shortfall could 
be even larger. If anyone knows of better sources 
for this data, I would really appreciate hearing 
about them.  

The Aggregate or the Particular?  

It may be tempting to look at aggregate pension 
shortfalls at the national level, but these shortfalls 
really amount to a state-by-state issue that will 
ultimately force troubled states to (1) increase 
taxes, (2) cut public services, and/or (3) reduce 
retirement benefits for current and already retired 
public employees. Cities and counties like Detroit 
(or Chicago?) that manage their own pensions and 
are underfunded will confront the same set of 
choices.  

Making matters even more complicated, not all 
states can legally cut public employee retirement 
benefits. Illinois, Alaska, Louisiana, Hawaii, 
Michigan, Arizona, and New York (shown in red 
below) all have clauses in their state constitutions 
that protect public employee defined-benefit pension plans. While most states can reduce 
pensions to address their budget deficits, these seven must first amend their state 
constitutions. As you can see, several of these states are at the bottom of the pack in terms 
of funding ratios, but Illinois is the most vulnerable. (Funding ratios use the more 
conservative model suggested by Moody's and GASB.  
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At only 24% funded, according to Moody's new methodology, Illinois is the single-most 
underfunded state in the union – the worst of an entire basket of bad apples. The state of 
Illinois's five state-level pensions (TRS, SERS, SURS, JRS, & GARS) report current accrued 
liabilities at $146 billion, but the state has set aside only $63 billion to cover future benefits. 
According to these official estimates (which are already a year old), the $83 billion shortfall in 
unfunded liabilities leaves the state’s pensions only 43% funded, on average. Unfortunately, 
the real numbers are far worse.  

According to Moody's new methodology, which discounts future liabilities using the more 
reasonable rate of return on high-grade corporate bonds (about 4% today), current accrued 
liabilities tally to more like $272 billion. These figures drop the official 43% funding ratio to 
only 24%.  

 

 

Official estimates of accrued liabilities understate funding shortfalls by assuming unrealistic 
investment returns into perpetuity. Over the past five- and ten-year periods, the five Illinois 
state pensions have discounted (underreported) their future liabilities by assuming rates of 
return between 7.0% and 8.5%. Every one of the state pension plans has significantly 
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underperformed its return goals; and the next decade may be even more difficult from a 
returns perspective. Expecting more than an average of 4% nominal returns in the coming 
decade, given today's starting point, requires a large dollop of optimism.  

When you look at the plans' five-year returns, note that these funds had the benefit of a 
140% US bull market over the last four years, and their ten-year returns had the benefit of 
two bull markets and just one bear market (though it was a savage one).  

 

The Illinois Policy Institute estimates the state pensions would need to earn a compound 
annual return of 19% from now through 2045 to make up the funding gap, while the markets 
may offer no more than 4% through the mid-2020s. Not even David Swensen at Yale can 
generate that kind of alpha. To reach their expected returns in a low-return environment, 
investment managers of these pensions would need to deliver 300 to 450 basis points of 
alpha, which would place them among the finest asset allocators in the world. Their recent 
track record suggests otherwise.  

I seem to remember that it was only a few years ago that I was writing that pension funding 
shortfalls in Illinois were a mere $50 billion. The plans' continued lacklustre performance has 
now made the problem much worse, and any additional underperformance will lead to even 
larger funding shortfalls.  

Nothing But Bad Choices  

To ease their shortfall, Illinois is going to have to find an additional $82 billion over the next 
ten years, if you believe their optimistic return projections. The more realistic projection 
suggests they will need to find $210 billion. That works out to $8-$10 billion a year for the 
next ten years. Of course, every year they continue to underfund and underperform makes 
that number bigger, but let's be charitable and assume the problem won't get worse. Let's 
analyse what these numbers mean.  

Illinois is projecting approximately $35 billion of revenue for fiscal year 2014. Of this, 74% 
comes from individual income taxes (45%), sales taxes (21%), and corporate taxes (8%). 
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The state of Illinois increased individual and business income tax rates in January 2011 to 
their current levels. These tax rates are set to roll back in January 2015 unless lawmakers 
vote to make them permanent. (Source: http://watchdog.org/94230/in-il-pension-reform-may-
mean-tax-increase/) The first line below is individual, and the second line is business income 
tax rates.  

 

Having to vote to make already high tax rates permanent will make it difficult to then vote for 
even higher taxes (or at least one would think so). Let me quote directly from Gov. Pat 
Quinn's speech when he delivered the 2014 fiscal year budget. (Emphasis mine.) 

But this is also an honest budget that reflects our fiscal challenges … pays down the 
backlog of bills … and addresses funds that have been under-appropriated for too long. 
There are no gimmicks or fake numbers in this budget. This budget holds the line on 
discretionary spending, while fully meeting our skyrocketing pension obligations.  

Inaction on comprehensive pension reform has left our state with less revenue for our most 
important priorities. Without pension reform, within two years, Illinois will be spending more 
on public pensions than on education. As I said to you a year ago, our state cannot continue 
on this path. Pension reform is hard. But we've done hard things before.  

Maybe it's something in the water that makes Illinois politicians really good with rhetoric, but 
their math is a little hard for this Texas country boy to get his head around. The governor 
talks about a hard-fought agreement that saves $900 million over three years on pensions, 
but I look at this budget and can't seem to find the part about fully funding skyrocketing 
pension obligations.  

Pension contributions are planned to increase by $929 million, from $5.1 billion in FY2013 to 
$6.0 billion in FY2014. This falls short of the annual pension payout by $2 billion, meaning 
that unfunded liabilities will get worse every year until there is a fix. This shortfall could 
become a massive problem over time if the state government cannot significantly increase 
revenues to cover at least the growing annual payouts (or cut spending on public services or 
restructure pension liabilities). The state of Illinois projects that annual pension payouts will 
increase from $8 billion today to around $15 billion by 2022, to $20 billion by 2030, and to 
$30 billion by 2045. That is a total of $632 billion for pension benefits between now and 
2045. For which the state of Illinois has set aside something like 10% of that total. How could 
anything possibly go wrong? (Source: 
http://illinoispolicy.org/uploads/files/Pension_debt_more_than_doubles.pdf)  

   

http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=pTZeHeRUm6Sb95jr3Iz2Upfe1TxfmKX8T-2BrI8vGC2IsWRRyuWvFTSGQOgomQEX-2FtgvLdI3SeMsHnoN4XcmBJZWlWI3YXDiT1uG7ofA8TUS8-3D_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxmswOstVk1BzOuIaeU2jJSiV82HtowgrheZEs2Rwygb-2Bs1l2HERLsGsFjxR9bwhmNTW0qbxzWpXYuDceXspNt7-2Bs0wJdaLGhQLBw3QEt-2ByZ3uz4AbSqBljisjv85aBjDlMBET-2FAaSScDCBs96WtfxIoqEIVJKi5UL0gY4owuTzTGcDN8H1JoMbbtaGTEphNalQyimGGC4kkqI5dIAcFJnJn
http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=pTZeHeRUm6Sb95jr3Iz2Upfe1TxfmKX8T-2BrI8vGC2IsWRRyuWvFTSGQOgomQEX-2FtgvLdI3SeMsHnoN4XcmBJZWlWI3YXDiT1uG7ofA8TUS8-3D_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxmswOstVk1BzOuIaeU2jJSiV82HtowgrheZEs2Rwygb-2Bs1l2HERLsGsFjxR9bwhmNTW0qbxzWpXYuDceXspNt7-2Bs0wJdaLGhQLBw3QEt-2ByZ3uz4AbSqBljisjv85aBjDlMBET-2FAaSScDCBs96WtfxIoqEIVJKi5UL0gY4owuTzTGcDN8H1JoMbbtaGTEphNalQyimGGC4kkqI5dIAcFJnJn
http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=U8GusXYvzQrI-2BTfpBInOixoBvyUS7oePdCyib-2BxxIPIV9WAMxCza7ptArwlHj9exQlC-2BdsmH2E5h1nO5o9YtFTLTS4GDiQpyuk9rGvU-2FSFHh9iy0C4VvJqs6SqGY44rsDeQgdmoC2lIIMKf7m6dji4PwHhFd-2FVuWbl03oA-2FqMtg-3D_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxmswOstVk1BzOuIaeU2jJSiwuciEsCN-2Bq2itbBvqOcCxE1SwromAbbiaSeJAxpiiidKJzhMlp-2Frp-2BxInfIX1yTDZSETFLaKjUGkgRsSGZOnZMbqoPfAPys7qgM9pyQ2JpJY55a-2FLXFdwIDLbkNVWM-2FVcBn33dGI85TGwQceTbxJOTgmCTXRSnRbWAqWEKBsZOcwJeks7H0UZsLofN2d5poV
http://illinoispolicy.org/uploads/files/Pension_debt_more_than_doubles.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Richard/AppData/Local/Temp/WindowsLiveWriter-429641856/supfiles3962AC8/image5.png
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If the state were to increase individual income tax rates to cover these outlays, we would 
expect to see individual income tax rates rise from the current 5% to 12.5% by 2045. The 
longer Illinois waits to increase pension contributions, the bigger the unfunded liabilities will 
be and the higher tax rates will need to climb to make up for the shortfall. It may be painful to 
face the funding shortfall today, but the cost will balloon to enormous proportions in just a 
few years if lawmakers delay.  

Note again that the Illinois state constitution does not allow the state to reduce pension 
benefits. I will grant the governor this: looking at the budget, there have been significant cuts 
in many areas of spending. But the "easy" work has been done. While pension contributions 
made up roughly 6% of operating expenditures in 2008, they account for 19% today. That 
number will grow dramatically if left unchecked. Looks like we are already starting to see the 
fallout from recent education cuts: http://www.progressillinois.com/quick-
hits/content/2013/06/26/cps-blames-deficit-il-pension-crisis-protesters-blast-budget-cuts-
boar.  

Going back to the original proposition, the state of Illinois needs to find an additional $20 
billion a year to adequately fund its future pension obligations, or it is going to be digging an 
ever deeper hole every year. But where do you find an extra $20 billion a year in a $35 
billion budget? This is the sort of situation that is typically described by politicians as 
"somebody else's problem," but to our children it will be their problem.  

Promises Made, Promises Broken  

http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=U8GusXYvzQrI-2BTfpBInOi1i4M-2Bgba2ZCLnyvssUAIJbGEl9tHp-2FWjipXMeTXlBKvv3phM4zdrrAEMqIn8e8pEpCF2eNbjgHRjpb10pTFeLdfI5dwqu9NQMKYQbblo-2FICauFzDE-2BIAN4qEtUDTcXKHJiKKi4ZaVBbgkRopl37c4rDET5F9vJPun4CegsrdXao_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxmswOstVk1BzOuIaeU2jJSib6v9v5NzMwu4vnoZoO-2FvkIkPCbQNnOhmtlmVZ0OEbvq9nEMxFUFwQ0XF0bIt2TRtBP1UUtCJqo7nqI-2B-2B6ok1HO1yScpe8YjlS9iM511LXWyj4UfhVzcJcntOhv-2F1dClpwarAtKKfF3nG44F5-2BVHdK6cWsJ3k2J4rcE07a6sB7Mp-2BiXahC6qeGAw59qkBljWg
http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=U8GusXYvzQrI-2BTfpBInOi1i4M-2Bgba2ZCLnyvssUAIJbGEl9tHp-2FWjipXMeTXlBKvv3phM4zdrrAEMqIn8e8pEpCF2eNbjgHRjpb10pTFeLdfI5dwqu9NQMKYQbblo-2FICauFzDE-2BIAN4qEtUDTcXKHJiKKi4ZaVBbgkRopl37c4rDET5F9vJPun4CegsrdXao_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxmswOstVk1BzOuIaeU2jJSib6v9v5NzMwu4vnoZoO-2FvkIkPCbQNnOhmtlmVZ0OEbvq9nEMxFUFwQ0XF0bIt2TRtBP1UUtCJqo7nqI-2B-2B6ok1HO1yScpe8YjlS9iM511LXWyj4UfhVzcJcntOhv-2F1dClpwarAtKKfF3nG44F5-2BVHdK6cWsJ3k2J4rcE07a6sB7Mp-2BiXahC6qeGAw59qkBljWg
http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=U8GusXYvzQrI-2BTfpBInOi1i4M-2Bgba2ZCLnyvssUAIJbGEl9tHp-2FWjipXMeTXlBKvv3phM4zdrrAEMqIn8e8pEpCF2eNbjgHRjpb10pTFeLdfI5dwqu9NQMKYQbblo-2FICauFzDE-2BIAN4qEtUDTcXKHJiKKi4ZaVBbgkRopl37c4rDET5F9vJPun4CegsrdXao_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxmswOstVk1BzOuIaeU2jJSib6v9v5NzMwu4vnoZoO-2FvkIkPCbQNnOhmtlmVZ0OEbvq9nEMxFUFwQ0XF0bIt2TRtBP1UUtCJqo7nqI-2B-2B6ok1HO1yScpe8YjlS9iM511LXWyj4UfhVzcJcntOhv-2F1dClpwarAtKKfF3nG44F5-2BVHdK6cWsJ3k2J4rcE07a6sB7Mp-2BiXahC6qeGAw59qkBljWg
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There are other states besides Illinois that have significant unfunded pension liabilities.  
There are several ways besides the absolute numbers that you can look at unfunded 
liabilities. You could divide the total liabilities by the number of people in the state, giving you 
the debt on a per capita basis. In a fascinating report, a group called State Budget Solutions 
did that work for us. Quoting:  

The states with the largest unfunded liability per person are Alaska ($32,425), Ohio 
($24,893), Illinois ($22,294), Connecticut ($21,378) and New Mexico ($20,530). On the other 
hand, the states with the smallest unfunded liability per person are Tennessee ($5,676), 
Indiana ($6,581), North Carolina ($6,874), Nebraska ($7,212) and Arizona ($7,688).  

Another way to look at the debt problem is as a percentage of each state's gross state 
product, similar to the national GDP. That breaks down as follows:  

 

Yes, there are states worse than Illinois, depending on how you view the data. Unfunded 
liabilities have the potential to become just as big a problem as subprime credit or European 
sovereign debt. The problems are mounting, and while in most areas they can be dealt with 
today, the longer the solutions are put off, the less possible they will be.  

Either taxpayers will have to pay more, or benefits will have to be changed, or other services 
that people expect from local governments will have to be severely curtailed. That is the 
range of choices. None of them will sit well. One group in Illinois proposes, as a partial 
solution, to freeze all cost-of-living adjustments for current retirees, to abandon defined-
benefit plans for current employees in favour of defined-contribution plans, to raise the 
retirement age, and to take other drastic steps.  

Last year a number of liberal cities in California, including San Jose and San Diego, voted to 
alter their pension plans rather than increase taxes. There comes a time when taxpayers 
simply say "No more!" On the other side of that equation are people who worked all their 
lives in expectation of a specific pension pay-out when they retired. To them a deal is a deal.  

There is no surer way to upset me personally than not to live up to a deal that has been 
agreed upon. The anger of government employees when threatened with the loss of their 
benefits is something I can readily understand. But I also get the plight of taxpayers who see 
political favours bought and sold using their money. And I get more than merely frustrated 
with politicians who pile financial commitments on the shoulders of our children so that they 
themselves don't have to figure out how to pay for them. I think most people feel the same 
way about these matters, but here are no good solutions.  

Ask Detroit. They put off the hard decisions, and now they're in bankruptcy court. The 
bankruptcy manager has threatened retirees with a far larger cut in their pensions than they 
might have negotiated a few years ago. City services have been cut, roads go unrepaired, 
most of the streetlights don't work, and there is not nearly enough money to cover fire and 
police services. That's what happens when you don't make the hard choices today. They 
become tomorrow's bad choices and next year's disastrous choices. Ask Greece.  

http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=U8GusXYvzQrI-2BTfpBInOi9vcxCZWZWqtT-2FnKQkIBcxRrQ0PljwjWmlRiwCe5GTr-2F_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxmswOstVk1BzOuIaeU2jJSi17DGM2OAe6SmJ0HnSeYVwMpB-2BpLAjs73pEccmxGqj6YCnbgwxWn401k-2BM5Rvq8kogqxvPgibbSGqMDlMnEZ1qq0qyjNrGqTPZGBamYja8q85YK0-2FRk9djNHjJC2BWeSOewOlpHoP6Rsxe-2B-2FLoXWoIhpUC3M1YqtPjeBZ6-2BmGh4AV0Tgw91BRdPd-2Fq0k9fEGo
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Economic forecasts 2013 to 2018: The drivers of SA’s weakening 
economic growth detracts from the long-term outlook 

By Annabel Bishop, Investec Group’s chief economist 

After the global recession of 2009, SA experienced two years of economic growth above 3% 
year on year, a year of growth just below at 2.5% and this year the economy is likely to 
expand, at best, by 2%. The deterioration in the country’s trend growth rate has negative 
implications for employment - the longer economic growth remains significantly below its 
potential (we estimate potential growth is 3.5% year on year) the worse the long-term trend 
of unemployment becomes when the labour force is increasing.  

When the potential economic growth a country can run at, given full utilisation of all its 
resources, is well above the actual growth rate materialising, a negative output gap results. If 
the negative output gap is sustained, as has been the case for SA since 2008, the result is 
higher debt levels. An additional consequence is moderating income growth, and so a 
slowing in tax revenue growth, which causes both households and the public sector to resort 
to debt to fund living costs/expenditure requirements.  

In SA growth in real disposable income of households has fallen to 2.4% quarter on quarter 
seasonally adjusted and annualized (qqsaa) from 6.4% qqsaa in 2011 and below the 
average of 4.3% qqsaa since the recession. Business and consumer confidence are at low 
points and without further monetary stimulus (interest rate cuts) the expectation will remain 
that the next move in interest rates is up, and so confidence levels (both business and 
consumer) will likely wane further in SA. Additionally, SA’s public sector infrastructure spend 
continues to come out well below that budgeted, which is likely to persist over the medium-
term.  

Imports are likely to remain relatively high (in comparison to insufficient export volumes) on 
the back of government’s capital expenditure and imported oil and petroleum products, 
which will keep the trade account, and so the current account, in deficit. We have revised our 
medium-term growth forecasts down to a more moderate outcome as a result of the 
deterioration in South Africa’s potential growth rate.  
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Household consumption expenditure growth (two thirds of GDP) has slowed significantly on 
high debt levels, deteriorating real disposable income growth and noticeably rising price 
pressures. Fixed investment growth has failed to take up the slack, as investment sentiment 
(both internal and external) has deteriorated on the back of bad labour-employee relations 
and increased policy uncertainty ahead of the 2014 elections. In contrast, global growth is 
gaining traction and should feed through into increased demand for SA exports, in turn lifting 
domestic income levels and improving employment prospects by 2014.  

This is positive news, should it transpire, as South African households have been battling 
against sharp rises in costs, higher unemployment and slowing real income growth this year. 
The risk is that supply constraints stemming from insufficient electricity and work stoppages 
on the back of strike action limit the upswing in income financed consumer spending.  

The rand has seen marked weakness since the second quarter following an announcement 
in the US of potential future reductions in its quantitative easing (monetary stimulus 
programme it is engaged in to boost economic growth). Downgrades of SA’s sovereign and 
key corporates credit ratings early this year also weakened the rand. The Federal Reserve 
Bank’s decision not to taper quantitative easing (reduce its current monthly bond purchases 
of US$85bn) in mid-September as expected, then caught the markets by surprise. 
Significant concern from the IMF, World Bank, UN and other influential international 
organisations on the impact tapering would have on global growth is likely to have also 
played a part.  

The subsequent temporary agreement to raise the US borrowing limit (until 7 February 2014) 
includes the establishment of a committee of Congress members to negotiate future 
spending levels, with the aim of consensus being reached in December to prevent a repeat 
of the recent partial government shutdown. Additionally, “emergency measures” that allow 
the US to continue paying its bills after 7 February also form part of the temporary 
agreement.  
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However, there is no certainty that agreement to raise the debt limit will be reached by 7 
February, and so this will continue to weigh on the markets. While furloughed government 
workers from the recent partial shutdown will receive back pay, limiting the impact on US 
growth, it remains unlikely that the FOMC will taper QE before 2014 as the noise in the 
economic data from the partial shutdown needs to work its way out of the system so that a 
clear picture can be obtained of the performance of the world’s largest economy. There is a 
FOMC meeting on 28 to 29 January 2014 and another on 18 to 19 March 2014. However, 
the March meeting includes a summary of economic forecasts and a press summary with 
the FOMC Chairman, and as such, now seems the more likely meeting at which the FOMC 
will begin tapering, given the timing around the next debt ceiling debate.  

SA has seen its bond yields rise, from 6.15% in May to above 8.30% in August. The 10 year 
government bond is now trading well below 7.50%. We do not expect the Reserve Bank to 
tighten monetary policy this year or next, despite the buildup in interest rate hike 
expectations in the market since May. CPI inflation is likely to return to target in the fourth 
quarter, while the PMI is now indicating contraction in the manufacturing production sector.  

There is only a low possibility of the SARB cutting interest rates as National Treasury 
remains focused on its funding needs, and foreign investors focused on SA’s yield 
differential. Foreigners hold about a third of SA’s bonds and equities, therefore substantial 
foreign sell off of SA bond holdings would increase National Treasury’s borrowing costs 
markedly. Nevertheless, Mexico is cutting interest rates despite the future likely tapering of 
QE, and this will boost its economy and incite investor interest in its equities and hence 
encourage portfolio inflows. South Africa should follow the same path.  

 

The medium-term outlook is somewhat brighter on further strength in global demand, a 
faster pace of fixed investment and the implementation of the NDP, but a marked reduction 
in strike action and increased ease of doing business will be instrumental in reaching 
economic growth of 5% plus on a sustained basis. However, many of the domestic factors 
which caused SA’s economic growth to slow in 2013 will be carried through into the next five 
years and subsequently we have lowered our medium-term projections.  

However, one of the risks SA is facing is the fact that the Medium-Term Budget Policy 
Statement (MTBPS) shows deterioration in South Africa’s projected debt and fiscal deficit as 
a percentage of GDP. The rating agencies have warned that SA could receive a downgrade 
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to its current long-term foreign currency sovereign credit rating (currently BBB from Standard 
and Poor’s and Moody’s, and Baa1 from Moody’s) if such deterioration occurs in government 
finances. However, this needs to be weighed against the slowdown in real expenditure 
growth of government finances, which was positively received by the agencies, although 
they did evince concern over implementation.  
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